THE PROBLEM OF ECONOMIC CRIME Hi THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OP CHIHA

At a conference on economic crime held in August 198b in Poking,
©any of the papers presented for discussion touched upon the general features
of economic crime in the People’s Republic of China (PRC) today.
consensus reached was that economic crimes are **duo (many
)» and guang (widespread

The overall

), da (large-scale

) ,** that is, there are many cases of economic

crime and the number of cases is on the rise; the sheer magnitude of erisses
ccran.itted is unprecedented; and the extent of individual personnel, govern¬
ment units, and localitiea involved is widespread. JV

The seriousness of the

problem of economic crime was also addressed by both Zheng Tianxiang, presi¬
dent of the Supreme People’s Court, and Tang Yichen, procurator-general of
the Supreme People’s Procurators©, in their annual reports delivered at the
Sixth National People's Congress in April.

The reports stressed that fight¬

ing economic crime had become a top priority.

According to Zheng, from 1982

to the end of 1985, the courts handled more than 183,000 cases of economic
crime involving corruption, bribery, smuggling, profiteering, fraud, and
theft of government property and more than 224,000 person® were sentenced. £/
Moreover, there was a 30% increase in the number of cases handled in 1965

1/

See *'A Preliminary Inquiry luto Economic Crime,” Zhongguo faxhi hao
(China Legal Hews), Sept. 5, 1986, at 3.
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for these figures, see Zheng’s report, translates in Foreign Broadcast
Information Service (F8IS), Daily Report: China, Apr, 28, 1986, at K6.
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1985 compared to IS1-4. $J

It seems that major offender* are often those who

hold hiojb- positions and wield a lot ci power* In Canton alone, for example,
of 2,500 persons implicated in economic crimes as of the end of Larch of this
year, over a third veer cadres, jj

Truss, despite the fact that the Standing

Committee of the Fifth national People*a Congress had on Kerch 8, 1982,
adopted the "Resolution on Severely Punishing Criminals Who Seriously Disrupt
the Econo-ay,” economic crises both major and alitor continue to plague the
implementation of the four modernisation* in the PBC.
There are too major reason# why the problem has escalated.
triere is &n ethical vacuum in present-day Chine.

First,

In traditional China,

Conilicisa ethics provided guidelines for proper behavior; in Maoist China,
purist Communist ideology prevailed, and the ethical, norm that held sway was
embodied in the phrase “to serve the people.”

Aa a result of the Cultural

Revolution (1968-1976), however, there was widespread disillusionment with
Communist ideals, and China has since bean faced with the lack of a strong
ethical system#
The second major reason for the dramatic increase in economic crime
is the current regime*s economic policy, with its central focus on bold eco¬
nomic gains.

This factor has several broad implications.

The old Maoist

dichotomy of redness versus expertise is now weighted in favor of expertise,
»o that the majority of people are ignoring Communist ideology and ethics and

jV See Chu Ton, “The Public Order in the Mainland Society &t Present lime,”
1986s7 Chung kun& yen chin [Studies on Chinese Communism Monthly! §9
(July 157"19867 (title as translated).
4/

Id. at 100.

concentrating instead on finding the means to get ahead financially in soci¬
ety.

The economic policy under f eng Xiaoping i* referred to as:

duiw&i

kaifang he duiaei gaohuo jingji de zhengce

,

that is, "the policy of opening to the outside world and faking flexible
measures to invigorate the domestic economy."

The first part of this policy,

opening to the outside world, has meant that Chinese now know how other peo¬
ple, especially those fro® Bong Kong and the west, live.

As a result, they

want to lead usore comfortable lives and possess more material goods.

How¬

ever, the income of the average Chinese, compared to that of the average
wage-earner in the West, is pitifully meager, and so some elements in Chinese
society believe that the only way for them to attain a comfortable lifestyle
is to engage in corruption, smuggling, fraud, and the like.

In addition,

while the open policy was inaugurated with a view to fulfilling Chins*s need
for Western technology, along with that technology have come various aspects
of bourgeois thinking that are viewed as undesirable; in particular, a
"money-first” mentality.

This attitude has become so prevalent that the

Kaoiet slogan yiqie xiang qian k&n

, "be idealistic" or "be

unselfish” in all things, in which the word qiao "ahead”

(i.e., "beyond

oneself”) is used, is now punned upon by the substitution of the homophone
qian, "money

so that the phrase becomes "be greedy" or "be selfish” or

"money first" in all things.
In regard to the second part of Deng *s policy, "taking flexible
measures to invigorate the domestic economy," the key words are geo huo
"taking flexible measures.”

,

At present, China has serious problems with an

4
entrenched bureaucracy.

bureaucratic red tape interfere® with the kind of

approach that underlies taking flexible measures, namely, being creative and
innovative and finding abort cuts in order to get things done,

because the

tKv ha® i) coo toBny unreasonable laws and regulations that hinder economic
reform* aua t) too iow reasonable laws and regulations that would facilitate
the carrying out of economic reforms, aom* people use ingenious means to cut
the red tape, to achieve greater efficiency, and to save money.

In the proc¬

ess, tom* of thcra have, technically speaking, violated certain laws.

These

individuals are praised by some as "enterprisers decked Hth laurels" (gua
chua^yaaha

). characterised by a

readineaa to engage in daring action, a willingness to tackle difficult,
complicated, and risky tasks, and in general an independent, energetic
spirit.

They are also referred to as *Veritorioua person# engaged in in-

vigorsting tbs economy" (gaohuo jingji de gon^efaen

).

Others, however, regard sued enterprisers as economic criminals (jin-gji
——•

K

th* k«y question ia whether the activities engaged in

by the enterpriser develop thm country’s productive forces, or disrupt the®,
examples of such activities may shed light on the problem.

First, charm is the question of the permissibility of unauthorised
j>art-ti*as work, be it a second job or work done on the side tor a different
WC>rk ttnit* v7*’ich thu*

bas not been regulated by law. V

If a person

without authorisation does work on the side that results in saving the

~

,z~ zh*n% xin» MCHima,s Structural Reform of the Economy and the
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b>‘ Coufts on Scoaomic Criminal Casas," 7-8, an unpublished paper
* Ut
f0f ,the r<***«rch Center on Modem Asia of the Chinese University of
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government money, technically speaking he would not he guilty of any crime,
sine® there is no law against doing such extra work.

In the past, however,

with certain exceptions,, someone who did outside work could still he prose¬
cuted on the vague charge of engaging In illegal activities, despite the fact
that the law contained no specific provisions against unauthorised work,

As

a. recent example of ©hanging attitudes in regard to unauthorised part-ti^e
work, there is the case of an engineer who, fey doing some outside work tor
another government agency, for which he was paid 15,000 tetminbi (rafe) lor
M expenses,** saved the government money end was regarded not m an economic
criminal hut as someone who helped advance economic reform.
Another example involves the case of truck repairs carried out by a
factory la Shanghai,

For the authorised plant to repair two trucks would

have taken two to three months and cost the plant 10,000 tab.

Instead, the

factory head asked some friends to repair the trucks in their spare time*
It took them only about two weeks to do the job and cost a little over 1,CX3
rafe,

According to regulation#, a factory is not supposed to pay for un¬

authorised repairs of this sort, hut the judicial organ handling; the cam
determined that the factory head would not be held liable for payment, for if
the court adhered too rigidly to the rules, it might be viewed as obstructing
economic reform.
Yet a third example ha# to do with a case of falsification of docu¬
ments,

factory A made an agreement with factory I to the effect that if

factory A was able to do a certain mount of work above, its quota, factory B
would give a a bonus.

When Factory S later reneged on the agreement, factory

A somehow obtained through the back door documents from factory 1 that would

h

stacute A its bonus•

Obviously, falsification of documents, a crime punish-

abi# by lav, had been carried out by the Factory A workers,

fefc the cadres

involved were not charted with corruption, because their original ai© had
**«o to support the reform effort, end they had succeeded in going beyond the
average production quota.
Hie examples cited would seem to indicate that at present there is
* predisposition to regard enterprising activity favorably, even in cases
when Such activity might have been frowned upon in the past or when it
slightly infringes the bounds of legality*

In curbing serious economic

cii^e, however, there has been a notable lack of success.
reasons for this,

There are several

first, there is a paucity of trained legal personnel prop¬

erly equipped to handle cases of economic crime.

Sometimes the personnel now

ia place use administrative sanctions, such as fines, as a substitute for
criminal sanctions*

Supreme Court President Zheng commented on this problem

01 j'A J:A ** &i King

in his lfS6 work report:

First, it is necessary to rationally solve the question of
* substituting the payment oi fines lor serving time.*
In other
words, if we must investigate a persor and affix criminal re¬
sponsibility for his serious economic crime according to law,
it is necessary to take him down to judicial organ!rationa for
punishment instead of simply imposing a fine on him as a disci¬
plinary sanction. £/
Another reason for the difficulty in stemming economic crime is the
lack of judicial independence in the ?fcC.

Zheng Tianxiang also stated in his

w0rg report that *‘¥e must thoroughly investigate major economic crimes end
handle them, in a comprehensive manner" and that the party should exercise its

tj

Supra note 2, at K.7*
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leadership over judicial organs in order to insure that offenders ere pun¬
ished. ]J

however, it appears that in most important cases of economic

crime, party members are involved,

in these instances, the case mu&t ini¬

tially b« handled by the. Conmmist Party organs for discipline inspection;
the courts and procuracy cannot touch the case until this preliminary party
investigation has taken place.

Thus, the Communist Party*$ central end local

commissions for discipline inspection are first to handle the economic trim
cases involving party ©ambera, and only those cases deemed to require court
action are turned over to the courts.

Judicial organs, moreover, must folio*

the decisions rendered by the commissions for discipline inspection; a* a
result, some high party officials and their relatives who are convicted of
committing economic crimes can and do receive lighter punishments or no
punishment at ail.
This participation of party officials or their relatives in
economic crime is in itself yet a third factor that
economic crime difficult*

prosecution

of

Statistics indicate that a relatively high

percentage of economic crimes involve party ©embers and that the number is
rising.

For example, la the Peking metropolitan area alone, in 1984 25X of

the criminal elements involved in ooofiomie criminal cases mere party members;
by too first half of 1983, the number had increased to

411. £/

It, has been

pointed out that the units or individuals who are supposed to serve as models
to others in observing party principles and the law are often the ones who

2j
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Lin» "?*• economic Crime on the Mainland at Present Tine," supra
note 3, at 112 (title as translated).

ste most corrupt.

According tc m article its a Chinese le$&i periodical,

Fa*uc IJurisprudence Meotbly], corruption persists because leadership organs
*ooly swat the flies fboating around the tiger), »©t daring to touch the
tiger iutlf*; because they "have a tiger * s head but & snake** tail,**- that
is, ever, though at first they may try to pursue * case, once they learn that
a ’bigabot* i« involved, they stop pressing the matter mti simply let things
*H4e; and because

in general tbay sre too easygoing about enforcing Party

rules sad the law of the lane.
Chinese newspapass have bean filled with accounts el the children
sod relatives of prominent Comma 1st Party officials who have been implicated
ir economic criminal activities.

These include, among others, the daughter

of StPC head Peng Zheny the sen of party secretary Ua Diso&u, the grandson of
aarshal Ye Jianylngt and the daughter of General Y« foi, Ye Zhifnag, whose
case probably received the greatest attention in the press.

Ye Eteifeng,

deputy director of the Import sod Export bureau under the State Economic
Commission, and Eheng Chaogshang, son of a senior army cadre and an employee
of the .minority Nationality Scoaossic and Cultural Development Corporation,
divulged privileged information about Chios’s automobile imports, especially
information having to do with contract negotiations, to foreign and Hong Kong
businessmen, and received bribes for their efforts. *‘V

Although Ye Eli ifeng

jJ/ See wen Lie, **0e term* nation, Trust, and hope52 fsxue [Jurisprudence
Kon.thiy 1, no. 3, 30 <19%u).
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was Ch# principal offender And Zh«t^ her accomplice, she was sentenced to

17

years' imprisonment while Zheng received the death penalty and was executed.
The decision gave rise to « wave of public indignation when it was pub¬
licized; people even wrote letters of protest to the highest levels of
government.

official attempts to explain away the discrepancy la punishment*

remained unconvincing.
One legal commentator recently addressed the problem of the courts
showing leniency to leading officials or their relatives who cos®it
crimes.
you fa hi yi

Be noted that such treatment goes against the principle a!
(when there is? a law, it should he followed), for

instructions fro® the party leadership organs often take precedence over
legal strictures. Thus, when judicial organs handle serious criminal cases,
they frequently receive ex press tens of -‘concerts” irm certain non-judicial
leaders or responsible cadres couched in the form of directives or instruc¬
tions, which makes it that much more difficult for the organs affected to
adhere to the law as it is written,

for example, in a bribery case that

involved a group of leading cadres in a certain locale, the guilty parties
should have been sentenced to at least three years' imprisonment according to
law.

However# m important party official expressed the view that the cadres

should just he kept under party observation for a year and each have a da¬
rner it entered on their record.

The commentator remark* that this sort of

£i/ See Xu Jingen, "Rectifying tarty Spirit in Relation to *11 Thera la
a taw, It Should Se followed,'" supra note 9, at 31.

instruction i, obviously not in accordance with th, Uv, hut that th. judi
ICU1 P*r‘°"n*1
ev*n

Ci,n‘tr*io*d to

the Parrs leader’s instruction,

tfc« dictate* of conscience.

Conclusion
Ca* °* li’8 e0nclu,io0' teaei.ed fey tb. August convene* or, economic
r*f“rrM t0 lB the b«Si«ing of this paper,
a hie. to .canonic crime’

that simply ’dealing

not enough; there ... , need to reaffirm lost

values, to uphold a "socialist spiritual civilisation."
Vl4W* tiie '‘''’h1** of rsducin*

The government, coo,

cri»e in relation to social refers, and

regards reliance on severe s.ntencing alone to be an inadequate deterrent.
8°**T"’ ChiR* U0,i*r yaB* h“ disallowed the use of campaign,. 0r yundong
, as a neen* of carrying out large-scale re lore.

As a result, the «„

*ov«*nt to crest* a "socialist apiritual civilisation" is baiag initiated a*
a ..rail-scale consign that ia not called a campaign.

« „.y b. revered

£f'e C*,p*i*n ***in*t “'Piritual pollution," launched in 19*3 by party
ideologue heng Liqun,

stopped by other Ccwsual.t Party leaders because it

had begun to .hall, people’s confidence in tang’s progr.s, of economic re¬
fer,,. j£/

The dila**a, it seems, a** in craatln* . balaItee between the

current r.gW. desire on the on® hand to promote a sweeping propaganda
effort that will fill in the ethical and ideological vacua* and or, the other
te avoid dampening the spirit and **,«t<« of its economic refer* program,
m order to resolve the dil««a, the Party Central CosaUtt.. has adopted .
resolution on tbs creation of a socialist spiritual civilisation that is
17
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designed to provide the ideological justification for the continuance of
Deng*s reforms.

It may succeed in striking the right balance, but there

remains the problem that the non-campaign campaign, being necessarily smaller
in scale, may not be very effective.

In any event, it will take time for

people to develop the new sense of ethics envisioned by Party leaders as the
underpinning of the nationwide econoeaic reform program,
Thu®, while the PEC is adopting broad Measures to combat economic
crime, the reduction of such crime is inextricably tied to the nature of the
outcome of those very economic reforms that have engendered the increased
criminal activity.

If the reforms are successful, there may be more insti¬

tutionalized procedures and more laws and regulations to help prevent
economic crime and cause its current high rat® to decrease.
time for the PRC to enact the necessary legislation.

But it will take

It will take time to

train judicial personnel in the handling of cases of economic crime and in
understanding the new legislation.
respect and obey the law.

It will take time to train cadres to

And it will take an even longer ti*s for China to

achieve judicial independence and the separation of party and government.
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